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Abstract
The extended Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (eBOSS) Data Release 14 sample includes 80,118
luminous red galaxies (LRGs). By combining these galaxies with the high-redshift tail of the BOSS galaxy sample,
we form a sample of LRGs at an effective redshift z=0.72, covering an effective volume of 0.9 Gpc3. We account
for spurious ﬂuctuations caused by targeting and by redshift failures, which were validated on a set of mock
catalogs. This analysis is sufﬁcient to provide a 2.5% measurement of spherically averaged baryon acoustic
oscillations (BAO), D z r r0.72 2377V d d59
61
,fid= = -+( ) ( ) Mpc, at 2.8σ of signiﬁcance. Together with the recent
quasar-based BAO measurement at z=1.5 and forthcoming emission line galaxy–based measurements, this
measurement demonstrates that eBOSS is fulﬁlling its remit of extending the range of redshifts covered by such
measurements, laying the groundwork for forthcoming surveys such as the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Survey and
Euclid.
Key words: distance scale – large-scale structure of universe
1. Introduction
Over the last decade, the expansion history of the universe
has been measured to percent-level precision using observa-
tions of the baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO; Peebles &
Yu 1970; Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1970; Bond & Efstathiou 1987)
in the distribution of galaxies. Multiple measurements from an
increasing number of surveys have provided robust support for
the standard ΛCDM cosmological model. Key early surveys
such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000)
and the 2-degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS;
Colless et al. 2003) generated spectroscopic samples for the
BAO measurements given in Eisenstein et al. (2005), Percival
et al. (2007) and Percival (2001), Cole et al. (2005), respectively.
These spectroscopic programs were followed by the WiggleZ
survey at higher redshift (Drinkwater et al. 2010) and the
6-degree Field Galaxy Survey (6dFGS; Jones et al. 2009) at
lower redshift, also measuring BAO (Beutler et al. 2011; Blake
et al. 2011, respectively). The Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic
Survey (BOSS; Dawson et al. 2013), conducted as part of the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey III (SDSS-III; Eisenstein et al. 2011),
provided the ﬁrst BAO measurements with precision better than
1% (Anderson et al. 2012, 2014a, 2014b; Tojeiro et al. 2014).
Results from the ﬁnal sample of BOSS galaxies are presented in
Alam et al. (2017), while results using the ﬁnal sample of BOSS
Lyα forests are presented in Bautista et al. (2017) and du Mas
des Bourboux et al. (2017).
These BAO measurements are all broadly consistent with a
ΛCDM cosmological model as inferred from Planck satellite
measurements (Planck Collaboration I et al. 2016; Planck
Collaboration XIII et al. 2016). Even so, the low value of the
cosmological constant constrained by these data has as yet no
compelling theoretical explanation (see Weinberg et al. 2013 for
a review). The increasing precision of cosmological measure-
ments has renewed interest in alternative models that predict
similar behavior with a different mechanism causing cosmolo-
gical acceleration (see Clifton et al. 2012 for a review). The
combination of BAO measurements with measurements from
redshift-space distortions (RSD), supernovae, weak lensing, and
other low-redshift cosmological probes has therefore recently
seen renewed focus, with many planned upcoming experiments.
The Taipan survey will observe approximately 2 million galaxies
over half the sky at z<0.4 (Cunha et al. 2017). At higher
redshifts, the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI;
DESI Collaboration 2016a, 2016b), the 4MOST Cosmology
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Redshift Survey (de Jong et al. 2016), and the European Space
Agency Euclid mission (Laureijs et al. 2011) will observe an
order of magnitude more galaxies. The extended BOSS (eBOSS;
Dawson et al. 2016), part of the SDSS-IV experiment (Blanton &
Bershady 2017), is the largest spectroscopic galaxy survey
running at this time. eBOSS extends the redshift range beyond
the BOSS galaxy sample, to redshifts that will be covered by
future surveys. The main goal of eBOSS is to measure BAO
distances at 1.6% precision level using 500k clustering quasars,
1.4% using Lyα forests, 2.2% with 200k emission line galaxies
(ELGs), and 1% from 300k luminous red galaxies (LRGs). With
these galaxy and quasar samples, eBOSS will produce the best
measurements of the growth rate of structures from RSD: 2.8%,
3.3%, and 2.5% precision, respectively, from quasars, ELGs, and
LRGs (Zhao et al. 2016).
In this paper, we present the ﬁrst BAO measurement using
the LRG sample observed by eBOSS, at an effective redshift
z=0.72. This sample, described in Section 2, is designed to
extend the CMASS sample from BOSS (Reid et al. 2016) to
higher redshift. This sample of galaxies is supplemented by the
ﬁnal BOSS galaxy sample. In addition to the new data, the
analysis methods in this work were improved from previous
BOSS studies:
1. Spurious ﬂuctuations caused by noncosmological varia-
tions in target density are modeled from multiple linear
regression.
2. Enhanced characterization of “redshift failures,” that is,
spectra where the redshift is not measured with sufﬁcient
statistical signiﬁcance, is utilized.
3. Corrections for targeting inhomogeneity and spectro-
scopic incompleteness are applied on the random catalog
instead of up-weighting galaxies, thus reducing shot noise
and systematic errors in the two-dimensional correlation
function. A similar procedure was used in the determina-
tion of the selection function of the WiggleZ survey
(Blake et al. 2010).
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes
our data and mock catalogs. Our treatment of photometric
systematic errors and redshift failures is presented in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 and tested using mock catalogs. The
model for BAO in the correlation function and the technique
for reconstructing integrated bulk ﬂows that degrade the BAO
feature are presented in Section 4. Section 5 shows results on
data and the main BAO measurement. Table 1 presents the
cosmological models employed in our work.
2. Data
The sample of galaxies used in this work is mainly
composed of LRGs observed spectroscopically during the ﬁrst
two years of eBOSS (Dawson et al. 2016), the cosmological
component of the fourth generation of the SDSS-IV (Blanton &
Bershady 2017). In order to increase tracer density, we
combine the eBOSS sample with the z>0.6 BOSS CMASS
galaxies (Alam et al. 2017) trimmed to the area covered by
eBOSS observations. The larger density is essential in order to
obtain good performances of the reconstruction technique
(Section 4.3) and better errors. By using only z>0.6 CMASS
galaxies, our measurement is correlated with the higher redshift
measurement of Alam et al. (2017) at 0.5<z<0.75, but it is
independent of the other two redshift bins (0.2< z< 0.5 and
0.4< z< 0.6). The ﬁnal analysis of the eBOSS LRG sample
will be done jointly with CMASS (z> 0.6) and the ELG
sample (0.7< z< 1.1). The BOSS CMASS galaxies represent
about one-third of the full sample used in this work. These data
are found in the SDSS Data Release 1418 (Albofathi
et al. 2018).
2.1. Galaxy Sample and Redshift Estimators
The eBOSS spectroscopic targets were selected from optical
(SDSS DR13, SDSS Collaboration 2016) and infrared (from
the Wide-ﬁeld Infrared Survey Explorer, WISE; Wright et al.
2010) imaging data with infrared forced photometry applied
over positions of SDSS sources (Lang et al. 2014). The LRG
target selection is fully described in Prakash et al. (2016). The
selection algorithm was informed by Prakash et al. (2015) and
applied over the full BOSS imaging footprint, yielding about
60 deg−2 LRG targets, of which 50 deg−2 were observed
spectroscopically. In short, the main (extinction-corrected)
SDSS magnitude cuts of this sample are given by
z i19.95 19.9 21.8, 1< < < ( )
which makes the eBOSS LRG galaxies a completely disjoint
set (in magnitudes, not redshift) from CMASS galaxies
(Eisenstein et al. 2011). Additional color cuts,
r i i z r W r i0.98 0.625 1 2 , 2- > - > - > -( ) ( )
yield, on average, higher-redshift galaxies than CMASS while
avoiding star contamination. The selection was tested over
466 deg2 covered during the Sloan Extended Quasar, ELG, and
LRG Survey (SEQUELS). An overview of this pilot survey can
be found in Dawson et al. (2016) and in the DR12 data release
(Alam et al. 2015).
Spectra were obtained by the Sloan 2.5 m telescope at
Apache Point Observatory, New Mexico (Gunn et al. 2006).
Two multiobject spectrographs (Smee et al. 2013) simulta-
neously project 1000 spectra per exposure, including about 20
calibration stars and ∼80 empty regions (for modeling sky
subtraction). Spectra cover a wavelength range from 3600 to
10,000Å with a resolution R=1500–2600. Sets of 15 minute
exposures were taken until a typical target with g=21.2 and
Table 1
Cosmological Parameters Used in This Work
Fiducial Mocks
hM 2W 0.1417 0.1421
hc 2=W 0.1190 0.1196
hb 2+W 0.0220 0.0225
h2+Wn 0.0006 0
h 0.676 0.7
Nν 3 3
σ8 0.8 0.816
ns 0.97 0.97
rd [Mpc] 147.78 147.13
D z r0.72H d=( ) 19.94 19.70
D z r0.72M d=( ) 17.88 17.50
D z r0.72V d=( ) 16.62 16.32
18 sdss.org/dr14
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i=20.2 reaches a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 3.16 per pixel
in the g band and 4.7 per pixel in the i band.
Spectra were extracted, sky-subtracted, ﬂux-calibrated, and
coadded using version v5_10_0 of the software idl-
spec2d.19 The extraction algorithm has improved since
BOSS; its description can be found in Appendix B of Bautista
et al. (2017). Recent improvements on coaddition and ﬂux-
calibration are described in Hutchinson et al. (2016) and Jensen
et al. (2016). The ﬁnal eBOSS LRG spectra were classiﬁed and
their redshifts measured primarily by redmonster20 (Hutch-
inson et al. 2016), complemented by redshifts obtained using
spec1d (Bolton et al. 2012). On average, 10% of the eBOSS
LRG sample lacks a statistically conﬁdent redshift estimate due
mainly to the low S/N of their spectra. In Section 3.2 we
discuss how this failure rate depends on many characteristics of
the observations, such as position of the ﬁber in the focal plane
or the position of the trace in the CCD. In that section, we
present the methods used to account for these ﬂuctuations in
our clustering measurement.
2.2. Catalog Creation
One important step of the clustering analysis is to determine
the survey mask. Usually the mask is deﬁned by a set of
random points that are Monte Carlo sampling the volume
covered by the survey, referred to as the “random catalog” or
simply “the randoms.” This random catalog also accounts for
angular variations in spectroscopic completeness of the survey.
We follow here a procedure similar to that used for the ﬁnal
BOSS galaxy clustering measurements, described in Reid
et al. (2016).
Starting from the photometric target sample, we ﬁrst veto
objects in “bad” photometric regions of the sky that were
included in the target selection process. We exclude regions
around stars in the Tycho catalog (Høg et al. 2000) with Tycho
BT magnitudes within [6, 11.5] with a magnitude-dependent
radius ranging from 3 4 to 0 8. An additional mask excludes
regions 0°.1–1°.5 in radius around bright galaxies and other
objects (Rykoff et al. 2014). Bright objects in WISE imaging
are also masked. Regions of radius from 16 6 to 2′are masked
around sources with W1 magnitudes ranging from 2 to 8. We
removed regions where galactic extinction E(B− V )>0.15 or
where the seeing is larger than 2 3, 2 1, and 2 0 in the g, r, and
i bands, respectively. Bad photometric regions and bright
objects mask 4.5% of the targets in the NGC and 12.1% of
targets in the SGC. Since the eBOSS quasars and several other
target classes have priority during the ﬁber assignment
procedure (Dawson et al. 2016), we are unable to obtain
spectra from LRG targets that lie less than 62″ (corresponding
angular diameter of a ﬁber in the sky) from a higher priority
target. This results in 7.7% of LRG targets being masked by
quasar ﬁbers in the NGC and 7.0% in the SGC. We expect that
the effect on the LRG clustering caused by these knockouts is
negligible given that other samples are relatively sparse and
have little overlap in redshift with the galaxy sample. We leave
tests on this assumption to future work. We mask a few tens of
the remaining LRG targets that lie in the center of the focal
plane, where a center post holds the plate and prevents ﬁbers
from being assigned within the 92″ central radius. The total
masked area is 12.3% for the NGC and 18.2% for the SGC.
Targets that are masked in this process do not count in the ﬁber
completeness calculations (see below).
The spectroscopic sample is then matched to the remaining
targets. A small fraction of targets do not receive an optical
ﬁber and therefore have no spectra or redshift information.
Some of these missing redshifts are caused by the impracti-
cality of placing two optical ﬁbers on LRG targets closer than
62″. We refer to these as ﬁber collisions. These collisions
impact the small-scale clustering since they preferably occur in
overdense regions. Different methods to correct for the effect of
collisions have been studied in the past (e.g., Guo et al. 2012;
Bianchi & Percival 2017). For our catalogs, we simply up-
weight by one the target with redshift information, as
performed in Alam et al. (2017). The impact on correlations
larger than 10 h−1 Mpc is negligible (Guo et al. 2012). Other
targets do not receive a ﬁber because of the limited number of
ﬁbers available per observation (1000 ﬁbers).
We correct for these missing targets by downsampling the
random catalog so it follows the computed completeness. We
deﬁne ﬁber assignment completeness as
C
N N N N N
N
, 3
gal qso star cp fail
targ
= + + + + ( )
where Ngal is the number of conﬁrmed LRGs with redshifts,
Nqso and Nstar are the numbers of quasars and stars found
among LRG targets (incorrect target classes), Ncp is the number
of LRG targets without spectra due to a collision with a galaxy
with a redshift (they count as being observed), and Nfail is the
number of targets with spectra but without a conﬁdent redshift
(we correct for redshift failures in a later process; see
Section 3.2). The ﬁber completeness is computed per “sector,”
where a sector is a connected region of the sky deﬁned by a
unique set of plates. We exclude sectors where the ﬁber
completeness is below 50% to avoid regions covered by
Figure 1. Footprint of the DR14 LRG sample. The colors show the ﬁber completeness per region for the eBOSS sample only. Regions with ﬁber completeness below
0.5 were removed from the ﬁnal sample.
19 Available athttps://www.sdss.org/dr14/algorithms/software/products/.
20 https://github.com/timahutchinson/redmonster/
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multiple plates, where unﬁnished observations potentially
introduce an artiﬁcial pattern of clustering.
Figure 1 displays the footprint of the DR14 LRG sample
where the color-coding indicates the corresponding ﬁber
completeness. The top of Table 2 presents the number of
LRGs, the total effective area (weighted by completeness) of
our sample, and the effective volume (deﬁned below) of our
samples.
Using the ﬁducial cosmology presented in Table 1, we
compute weights that optimize clustering signal-to-noise ratio
for a survey with varying density as a function of redshift. Also
known as FKP weights (Feldman et al. 1994), we apply a
weight to each object,
w
n z P
1
1
, 4FKP
0
= + ¯ ( ) ( )
where n z¯ ( ) is the average comoving density of galaxies as a
function of redshift and P0 is the value of the power spectrum
at scales relevant for our study (k∼ 0.14 hMpc−1; Font-Ribera
et al. 2014). For the eBOSS LRG sample, we adopt a value of
P0=10
4h−3 Mpc3, which is the same value used in the ﬁnal
BOSS CMASS clustering measurements. The effective volume
is deﬁned as
V
n z P
n z P
A R z dR z
1
, 5
z
z
eff
0.6
1.0
0
0
2
eff
2ò= +=
= ⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
¯ ( )
¯ ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
where R(z) is the comoving distance to redshift z and Aeff is the
effective area (in steradians) of the survey.
We built the random catalog using a sample 50 times that of
the galaxy sample size. We applied the same veto masks as for
the observed targets. Redshifts are assigned to each random
point so as to match the redshift distribution n z¯ ( ) of the data.
Figure 2 shows the redshift distribution of our samples,
separately for the NGC and the SGC. We restrict our analysis
to z>0.6 to avoid a larger overlap with the CMASS sample
while not reducing the effective redshift. The cut at z<1.0
was chosen to avoid a low number density of LRGs. In
Section 3, we describe how systematic effects caused by target
selection and redshift failures are corrected using the same
random catalog.
2.3. Mock Catalogs
We created a set of a thousand mock catalogs, each
reproducing the angular and redshift distribution of galaxies
in the DR14 sample (Figure 1), as well as the large-scale
correlation function predicted from the ﬁducial cosmology. We
produced simulations for both eBOSS and for the combined
CMASS+eBOSS sample using redshift distributions shown in
Figure 2.
Mock catalogs were created with the quick particle mesh
(QPM) method (White et al. 2014), also used in recent
clustering studies (Alam et al. 2017; Ata et al. 2018). Each
realization consists of a different set of second-order Lagran-
gian perturbation theory (2LPT) initial conditions computed at
z=25. These perturbations were evolved to z=0.7 using a
low-force and low-mass resolution particle-mesh N-body
simulation, with time steps of 15% in the log of the scale
factor. The runs employed here were based on a 2560h−1 Mpc
side box containing 12803 dark-matter particles. Halos were
deﬁned using a friends-of-friends algorithm with a linking
length of 20% of the mean interparticle spacing. These halos
are populated with galaxies following a halo occupation
distribution (HOD) model derived from the small-scale
clustering of the same LRG sample (Zhai et al. 2017). The
best-ﬁt HOD model yields a bias value of 2.3 for this sample, a
satellite fraction of 13%, and a mean halo mass of
2.5×1013 h−1Me. We subsample galaxies in order to
reproduce the redshift distribution n(z) and the angular ﬁber
completeness as measured from the data. We introduce redshift
failures into our mock catalogs by sampling from the model
derived in Section 3.2.
3. Correcting Noncosmological Density Fluctuations
As described in the previous section, eBOSS LRG targets
were selected to be strictly fainter in i-band magnitudes than
the CMASS sample. Larger photometric errors in this regime
create a higher rate of contamination by stars and, for some
galaxy spectra, scatter from faint galaxies into the selection.
Therefore, the eBOSS LRGs are more susceptible to
contamination by inhomogeneities in target selection and by
patterns in redshift failures than the CMASS galaxies from
BOSS. In this section we introduce methods to account for this
contamination. All work in this section is focused on the
eBOSS sample only.
3.1. Systematics Due to Photometry
In BOSS clustering studies, it was found that galaxy density
is correlated with stellar density and seeing (Ross et al.
2011, 2012, 2017; Ho et al. 2012). These correlations
Table 2
Survey Speciﬁcation of the eBOSS LRG Sample Used in This Analysis
Survey Cap Ngal Nzfail Ncp Nqso Nstar Aeff [deg
2] Veff [Gpc
3]
eBOSS NGC 45826 4957 2263 18 2897 1033.4 0.356
(0.6 < z < 1.0) SGC 34292 4366 1687 18 4273 811.6 0.263
Total 80118 9323 3950 36 7170 1845.0 0.619
CMASS NGC 26149 1033.4 0.174
(0.6 < z < 1.0) SGC 20290 811.6 0.138
Total 46439 1845.0 0.312
eBOSS + NGC 71975 1033.4 0.513
CMASS SGC 54582 811.6 0.387
(0.6 < z < 1.0) Total 126557 1845.0 0.900
Note.Note that CMASS effective volume is computed using eBOSS effective area.
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contaminate our clustering measurements by introducing large-
scale power not associated with the true distribution of
galaxies. In Ross et al. (2017), systematic weights were
computed for each galaxy in order to counteract these
dependencies, but assuming different systematics are indepen-
dent. In this work, we drop the assumption of independent
systematics and use a multiple linear regression, similar to that
used to assess variations in the target selection of LRGs
(Prakash et al. 2016), quasars (Myers et al. 2015), and ELGs
(Delubac et al. 2017; Raichoor et al. 2017). The multiple linear
regression has the advantage of automatically accounting for
correlated systematics, such as stellar density and Galactic
extinction. In performing the regression, we include only
galaxies with conﬁdent spectroscopic redshifts in the region of
interest 0.6<z<1.0. The NGC and SGC samples are
analyzed independently.
The multiple linear regression calculates a “density” model,
δphot, as a linear combination of maps mi:
p p mR.A ., decl. R.A ., decl. , 6
i
n
i iphot 0
1
åd = +
=
( ) ( ) ( )
where p0 is the average density over the full footprint, and
pi (with i> 0) are ﬁtted coefﬁcients that minimize 2c =
phot
2 2d d s- d( ) . Each map mi is produced using Healpix with
pixels of equal area of 189arcmin2. The observed ﬂuctuations
δ are estimated from the data (normalized ratio of number of
galaxies and randoms) as a function of a given systematic
value. The numbers of galaxies and randoms in each bin are
weighted by wFKP (Equation (4)) in order to account for the
cosmological ﬂuctuations. Error bars are assumed to be Poisson
on the weighted number of galaxies per bin.
Figure 3 shows the result of the regression using seven
different maps. Five of these maps are derived from SDSS
photometry (Doi et al. 2010; Aihara et al. 2011): stellar density,
i-band depth, z-band sky ﬂux, z-FWHM and r-band extinction,
while two maps are derived from WISE photometry (Wright
et al. 2010; Lang et al. 2014): median number of single-exposure
frames per pixel in the WISE W1 band (WISE W1 Cov Med) and
median of accumulated ﬂux per pixel in the WISE W1 band
(WISE W1 Med). Since different SDSS bands (Fukugita et al.
1996) are strongly correlated, we restrict our analysis to a single
band per systematic. In the NGC, χ2/dof=192.2/(70–8) before
corrections and 80.6/(70–8) after corrections, while in the
SGC we obtain χ2/dof=365.8/(70− 8) before corrections and
68.2/(70− 8) after corrections. The most important improve-
ments are related to dependencies with stellar density, extinction,
and WISE quantities. This analysis can be performed in many
redshift bins, but no further improvement was obtained. Here-
after, we compute systematic maps using a single redshift bin.
Once the density model is derived, our sample can, in
principle, be corrected either by applying to the galaxies a set
of systematic weights deﬁned as wsys=1/δphot, or by
subsampling the random catalog as a function of R.A. and
decl. to mimic the density model.
Figure 4 presents the monopole and the quadrupole of the
correlation function calculated using the standard Landy &
Szalay (1993) estimator. We show the observed correlation
function before accounting for noncosmological ﬂuctuations in
target density and compare the results of correcting with an up-
weighting scheme to results from subsampling of randoms.
Correlations are biased positive even for large separations
where no cosmological signal is expected. As we can see in the
ﬁgure, the quadrupole is barely affected by this kind of
systematic error.
Differences between the two correction techniques are
smaller than error bars and are consistent with being caused
by the relatively smaller number of randoms for the
subsampling case. Hereafter, targeting systematics are cor-
rected by subsampling of randoms.
3.2. Correcting for Redshift Failures
Variations in the quality of spectroscopy can have a similar
effect on clustering as variations in the quality of the
photometry used to identify targets. Figure 5 reveals that
lower-S/N spectra yield, on average, fewer statistically
conﬁdent redshifts. We deﬁne redshift efﬁciency as
N
N N
, 7
gal
zfail gal
h = + ( )
where quantities are deﬁned in Section 2.2. If the expected
distribution of failures is not uniformly distributed across the
sky, our clustering measurements might be biased. In this
section, we introduce a new technique to account for these
failures. Using mock catalogs (described in Section 2.3), we
demonstrate that our method leads to unbiased clustering
measurements.
In previous studies from BOSS, redshift failures were
accounted for by an up-weighting technique. These spectra
lacking a conﬁdent redshift transfer their weight to the nearest
object in the sky with a conﬁdent redshift (either a galaxy or a
star). In other words, the nearest neighbor of a failure will count
double when counting pairs. This simple correction procedure
leads to unbiased results on scales far larger than the average
separation between a failure and a nonfailure and as long as the
rate of redshift failures is low. For example, in the BOSS
CMASS sample, the overall failure rate was 1.8% and the
median separation was 3.8 arcmin. In the eBOSS LRG sample,
Figure 2. Density of LRGs as a function of redshift. Dashed vertical lines
indicate the redshift range used in our clustering measurement. Here we see that
a signiﬁcant fraction of eBOSS LRGs have redshifts below 0.6, where CMASS
are more numerous. We can remark on the importance of the CMASS sample
between redshifts 0.6 and 0.7.
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the failure rate is around 10% and the median separation is
5 arcmin. The higher failure rate and larger average separation
force us to revisit the manner in which redshift incompleteness
is addressed in eBOSS.
Instead of using the up-weighting technique, we derive a
model describing the probability of an observation of a target
galaxy yielding a conﬁdent redshift. In our model, this
probability depends on the position of its ﬁber in the focal
plane and the overall S/N of the plate. The model for failures is
then applied to the random sample, by subsampling, mimicking
the patterns retrieved in our model.
Figure 6 shows the probability of obtaining a conﬁdent
redshift (hereafter called the redshift efﬁciency) for a galaxy as
a function of its position in the focal plane. We observe a
decrease in this probability near the side edges of the focal
plane. The reason for this behavior is that the light transmitted
Figure 3. Fluctuations of galaxy number density with respect to different photometric quantities for the NGC (top panels) and the SGC (bottom panels). Red (blue)
points indicate ﬂuctuations before (after) corrections. The distribution of the same quantities among galaxies is shown in green. The ﬁt is made simultaneously across
all maps, accounting automatically for correlations between different maps.
Figure 4. Monopole (top panels) and quadrupole (bottom) of the correlation function for NGC (left) and SGC (right) before (red lines) and after correcting for
targeting systematics. The cyan line shows the result when using the up-weighting scheme, and the blue line shows the subsampling of randoms. Since our corrections
for redshift failures are also applied on the random catalog, we employ hereafter the subsampling of randoms as our ﬁducial method to correct for targeting
systematics.
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through ﬁbers near the side edges of the focal plane arrive near
the edges of the CCD, where the optical performance inside the
spectrographs is degraded, leading to a larger point-spread
function and optical aberrations such as coma (Smee et al.
2013). By associating each random with a plate and location
within the plate, we can use the binned probabilities to
subsample the random catalog. We divide the focal plane into
20 bins across the diameter of the focal plane in Cartesian
coordinates, XFOCAL and YFOCAL, that range from −326 to
326 mm. Our choice of bin size is large enough to minimize
Poisson noise in galaxy counts but small enough to identify the
failure-rate pattern on the scales of interest.
Figure 7 presents this dependency of the redshift efﬁciency
with S/N of both spectrographs for each plate. We use these half-
plates since two independent spectrographs have different
throughput (Smee et al. 2013). On average, ﬁbers lying on the
YFOCAL<0 region (in Figure 6) encounter spectrograph #1,
while the others are typically imaged through spectrograph #2.
Independent measurements of S/N are made per spectrograph and
per optical band (corresponding to SDSS g, r, i). We used i-band
values only, given that most of the signal of LRG spectra is
observed in the i band. The binned data (blue points) are included
in order to reduce Poisson noise. We ﬁt the efﬁciency η using a
simple model
x
p x
1
1 1
, 8h = +( ) ( ) ( )
where x S N 2= ( ) , and p(x) is a ﬁrst-order polynomial. This
choice of model ensures the correct asymptotic behavior when
S N 0 or S N  ¥. The best-ﬁt models yield χ2/dof=
47.1/(20− 2) for the NGC and dof 39.2 20 22c = -( ) for
the SGC. These values are higher than unity, indicating that
efﬁciencies may depend on factors other than spectrograph
S/N. However, we were not able to identify any other
signiﬁcant factors. We expect to improve the model of redshift
failures with a larger data sample.
Our ﬁnal efﬁciency model is the product of the two
efﬁciencies given in Figure 6 and Equation (8). We normalize
the efﬁciencies such that the ﬁnal product is consistent with the
average spectrograph efﬁciency given by the red line in
Figure 7 (since the latter already includes the average focal
plane efﬁciencies).
The subsampling technique is implemented as follows. For
each random galaxy, we assign a plate XFOCAL and
YFOCAL values based on its location in the sky. In overlap
regions covered by more than a single plate, a random plate
value among those observing this region is assigned to this
random galaxy. Given the plate number and the (R.A., decl.) of
each random, we can assign a position in the focal plane of that
plate. We draw random numbers, and we remove random
galaxies based on the probability given by the model.
In order to test our procedure, we included redshift failures
on the set of 1000 mock catalogs for eBOSS galaxies,
following the model derived from real data. We ﬁrst assign
mock galaxies to plates (and their XFOCAL and YFOCAL), as
done with the randoms. For each galaxy, we randomly convert
it as a failure based on the probability given by the model. We
apply two methods to account for these failures: the nearest-
neighbor up-weighting and the subsampling of randoms. For
the subsampling case, we use redshift failures from the mock
itself to derive individual redshift efﬁciency models, employing
the same algorithm that is used to derive the inefﬁciency model
from the data. Doing so accounts for the Poisson noise that
could be caused by the binned data.
Figure 8 shows the impact of different correction methods on
the average correlation function of the 1000 mock catalogs.
The reference correlation function is computed from the same
mock catalogs without any synthetic redshift failures. The gray
region represents the error on the mean of 1000 correlation
functions (all curves have similar errors). The nearest-neighbor
up-weighting scheme (red curve) introduces structure into the
monopole with amplitude smaller than the error on the 1000
mocks, except at scales below 20 h−1 Mpc, which are usually
discarded in BAO analyses. However, this scheme introduces a
bias of at least 5% on all scales in the amplitude of the
quadrupole. This bias is likely caused by the larger fraction of
failures and lower densities of objects compared to previous
measurements that used this technique (e.g., CMASS),
effectively affecting larger scales. We created mocks with
twice the rate of failures, yielding a bias of about 10% in the
quadrupole. This indicates that the bias introduced by this
correction technique might be proportional to the failure rate of
the sample. The subsampling technique (blue lines) has better
performance than up-weighting for all scales, for both
monopole and quadrupole, yielding no signiﬁcant bias at this
level of precision. We also applied two “noncomplete” versions
of the subsampling scheme, where we assume the efﬁciency
model depends only on one factor: either focal plane position
or only spectrograph S/N. Even when our assumed model for
redshift failures is not complete, our model is superior to the
up-weighting scheme.
The bias on the quadrupole introduced by up-weighting
would yield biased estimates of the growth rate of structures in
studies of RSD. We recommend that future work on RSD using
galaxy samples containing signiﬁcant failure rates implement
this correction scheme. A similar correction procedure was
used on the WiggleZ survey (Blake et al. 2010).
We use the subsampling techniques on the eBOSS LRG
sample in all clustering measurements in this work. For the
CMASS z>0.6 sample, we employ the weights used in the
Figure 5. Average redshift efﬁciency as a function of median pixel S/N in the i
(blue line) and z (red line) SDSS bands. Dotted lines indicate the distribution of
median S/N of the eBOSS LRG sample. The dashed line represents the
average redshift efﬁciency of the whole sample of 90.5%.
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ﬁnal BOSS measurements, which use the up-weighting
technique. We combine CMASS and eBOSS samples, both
data and randoms, making sure that the ratio of number of
galaxies over randoms is the same.
4. The Model and Fitting Methodology
In this section, we describe the model used to ﬁt the
correlation function, the reconstruction procedure applied, and
tests on the mock catalogs.
4.1. The Model
To ﬁt the measured correlation function, we follow the
standard approach described in previous papers (e.g., Alam et al.
2017; Ata et al. 2018). The model redshift-space correlation
function is obtained from a Fourier transform of the power
spectrum, which is deﬁned as
P k
b e
k
P k P k e
,
1 1
1
1 , 9
k
s
k
2 2 2 2
2 2 2
lin peak
r
2 2
2
nl
2
m b mm=
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+ S
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- S
- S
( ) [ ( ) ]
( )
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where b is the linear bias, β is the RSD parameter, k is the
modulus of the wave vector, and μ is the cosine of the angle
between the wave vector and the line of sight. We introduce
anisotropic nonlinear broadening of the BAO peak by multi-
plying the “peak-only” power spectrum Ppeak by a Gaussian
term with 1nl
2 2 2 2 2m m mS = S + S -^( ) ( ). The nonlinear ran-
dom motions on small scales are modeled by a Lorentzian term
parameterized by Σs. All ﬁts have (ΣP, Σ⊥, Σs) values ﬁxed.
The values for these damping terms were computed by ﬁtting
the average of many mocks: (ΣP, Σ⊥, Σs)=(9.5, 6.0,
Figure 7. Average redshift efﬁciency per spectrograph as a function of its S/N squared binned (blue points) and unbinned (gray points). Red lines show the best-ﬁt
models. The left panel shows the results for the NGC, while the right panel shows the SGC. S/N is computed as the median per pixel over the i-band wavelength
range.
Figure 6. Average redshift efﬁciency as a function of physical position of the optical ﬁber in the focal plane. The left (right) panel shows the NGC (SGC) failure rates.
The region where YFOCAL is negative corresponds to spectrograph #1, while YFOCAL>0 corresponds to spectrograph #2.
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2.0) h−1 Mpcfor prereconstruction and (ΣP, Σ⊥, Σs)=(5.5,
5.5, 0) h−1 Mpcfor postreconstruction. Results are insensitive
to this choice (for values not too far from these). Following the
theoretical motivation of White (2015) and Seo et al. (2016),
we apply a term S(k)=e k 2r2
2- S to the postreconstruction
modeling of the correlation function. This term models the
smoothing used in our reconstruction technique, where
Σr=15 h
−1 Mpc (see Section 4.3). This term was used in
the BOSS DR12 results of Ross et al. (2017) and Beutler et al.
(2017). We follow Kirkby et al. (2013) to compute Ppeak from
the linear power spectrum Plin, by computing its correlation
function, ﬁtting a third-order polynomial function over the peak
region, and transforming back to Fourier space. The linear
power spectrum Plin is computed using the code CAMB
21
(Lewis et al. 2000) with cosmological parameters of our
ﬁducial cosmology (Table 1).
In practice, we derive multipoles for the correlation function
rℓx ( ) from multipoles of the power spectrum P kℓ ( ), simply
deﬁned as
P k
ℓ
P k L d
2 1
2
, , 10ℓ ℓ
1
1ò m m m= + -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where Lℓ are Legendre polynomials. The correlation
function is
r
i
k j kr P k dk
2
, 11ℓ
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where jℓ are the spherical Bessel functions.
In order to measure the BAO peak position, we scale
separations r with an isotropic dilation factor, isoa , deﬁned as
the ratio of the “spherically averaged” distance
D z zD z D z 12V M H
2 1 3=( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( )
to the sound horizon scale rd, normalized to its value in our
ﬁducial cosmology:
D z r
D z r
. 13V d
V d
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Another choice of parameterization of the BAO peak
position uses two dilation parameters that decompose the
scaling into transverse, a^ , and radial, a, directions. These
quantities are related, respectively, to the comoving angular
diameter distance, D z D z1M A= +( ) ( ), and to the Hubble
distance, D c H zH = ( ), by
D z r
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In our implementation, we apply the scaling factors in the two-
dimensional power spectrum (Equation (9)) before computing
its multipoles and the associated Hankel transforms (e.g.,
Beutler et al. 2014; Gil-Marín et al. 2017).
Unknown systematic effects in the survey might create large-
scale correlations that could contaminate our measurements.
Also, there is no accurate model for the postreconstruction
correlation function to date (the term on Σr is not sufﬁcient).
We take into account any spurious correlations or mismodeling
by introducing an additive, smooth function of separation. Our
ﬁnal template can be written as
r r a
a
r
a
r
. 15ℓ
t
ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ
0
1 2
2
x x a= + + +( ) ( ) ( )
For isotropic ﬁts, we only ﬁt the monopole of the correlation
function, ﬁxing the value of β=0.3. For anisotropic ﬁts, we ﬁt
both monopole and quadrupole, leaving β as a free parameter
and ﬁtting b with a ﬂat prior between b=1.0 and 3. For all ﬁts,
the broadband parameters are free, while dilation parameters
are ﬁtted in the range 0.5<α<1.5. A total of ﬁve parameters
are ﬁtted on isotropic ﬁts and 10 parameters for anisotropic ﬁts.
4.2. Parameter Estimation
The best model is found by minimizing dWdT2c = ˆ , where
d is the monopole (and quadrupole) of the correlation function,
Figure 8. Difference between the average mock correlation function where redshift failures are corrected and the mocks without synthetic failures. The left panel
presents the monopole and the right panel shows the quadrupole, both scaled by r for clarity. Different lines present the results with different schemes. The gray band
is the error on the mean of 1000 mock catalogs of the eBOSS NGC sample (without CMASS). The up-weighting of the nearest-neighbor technique introduces a bias of
5% in the quadrupole on all scales, while the subsampling is unbiased.
21 camb.info
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and Wˆ is the estimated precision matrix, deﬁned as the inverse of
the estimated covariance matrix Cˆ . We use the iMinuit python
package22 that implements a quasi-Newton method using the
Davidon–Fletcher–Powell (DFP) formula to ﬁnd minima. All of
our covariance matrices are derived from the scatter of
measurements from mock catalogs. In order to account for the
ﬁnite number of mock measurements used to derive Cˆ, the
unbiased estimator for the precision matrix (Hartlap et al. 2007;
Percival et al. 2014; Taylor et al. 2014) should be written as
W
n
N
C1
1
, 16
mocks
1= - -
-⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ˆ
ˆ ( )
where n is the number of elements in the data vector d.
Errors from best-ﬁt parameters are derived from the
Δχ2=1 region of the marginalized χ2 proﬁles. Errors on
the BAO scale isoa are usually asymmetric for the current S/N
of our samples.
4.3. Reconstruction
To reduce the nonlinear effects on the BAO feature, we
applied “reconstruction” (Eisenstein et al. 2007; Burden
et al. 2015; Vargas-Magaña et al. 2017) to the eBOSS
+CMASS sample. The reconstruction method reverses a
fraction of nonlinear motion of the overdensities, sharpening
the BAO peak and thus increasing the precision of our
distance-redshift measurement.
Using the Zeldovich approximation, we calculate Lagran-
gian displacements Y based on an estimate of the velocities
made from the density ﬁeld. In order to estimate the galaxy
density ﬁeld, we insert the NGC or the SGC region inside a box
with width 3.6 comoving h−1 Gpc, assigning the galaxies and
randoms into a grid of 5123 cells (using our ﬁducial
cosmology). We use the cloud-in-cell scheme to assign
galaxies and randoms to the grid.23 The density is smoothed
using a three-dimensional Gaussian kernel with 15 h−1 Mpc as
its characteristic length. Burden et al. (2014) and Vargas-
Magaña et al. (2017) studied how results vary as a function of
this smoothing length and found that 15 h−1 Mpc is close to
optimal in terms of sharpening the BAO peak for densities
similar to those matching our samples.
For a redshift-space density ﬁeld, an approximate solution
for the displacement ﬁeld using inverse fast Fourier transforms
(IFFT) can be written as (Burden et al. 2015)
k k k ki
bk
f
b f
i
bk
r rIFFT IFFT , 17
2 2
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where d˜ is the Fourier transform of the density ﬁeld, k is the
wave vector, b and f are values for the bias and growth rate for
the sample, and rˆ is the unit vector in the radial direction.
Because the overdensity ﬁeld in redshift space is not
irrotational, this equation is only an approximation, although
it can be made more accurate, tending toward the true solution,
using an iterative approach (Burden et al. 2015).
Once the displacement ﬁeld has been calculated, we move
both data and randoms by the expected value to obtain the
reconstructed catalogs. We can also remove RSD by moving
galaxies by an additional displacement deﬁned as
f r r. 18RSDY Y= - ( · ˆ) ˆ ( )
We consider three implementations of the reconstruction
method. The differences between them are whether or not we
remove RSD and how many iterations we perform, as in
Burden et al. (2015):
A. Not removing RSD and not performing iterations
B. Removing RSD and not performing iterations
C. Removing RSD and performing iterations
For case B, we use Equation(19) in Burden et al. (2015).
4.4. Fitting Mock Catalogs
We computed the correlation function for all 1000 mock
catalogs of the eBOSS+CMASS samples, pre- and postrecon-
struction. Our ﬁducial cosmology was employed to compute
comoving separations. The monopoles and quadrupoles for
the mock catalogs are displayed in Figure 9 and compared with
the data. For scales of interest for BAO (r> 30 h−1 Mpc), the
mock and data results mostly agree, except on a few points in
the quadrupole where the data show deviations of about 3σ
from the mean of the mocks. The source of this deviation was
not identiﬁed, but broadband terms (Equation (15)) in our ﬁts
are able to marginalize over part of these deviations.
We performed ﬁts of the BAO scale over 30<r<
180 h−1 Mpc on the set of 1000 mock catalogs in order to
check for any possible biases or misestimation of errors.
Table 3 and Figure 10 show results for isotropic ﬁts, while
Table 4 and Figure 11 present anisotropic results. Dilation
factors are compared to their expected values, which are not
unity given the different cosmological models used in the
simulations and the analysis (see Table 1).
For the isotropic ﬁts, values of isoa are consistent with the
input within the 2σ level (where σ is the error on the average of
1000 mocks) for two of the reconstruction methods (B and C).
The rms of isoa values are slightly larger than the average per-
mock estimated error due to outliers of isoa . The average gain
in estimated errors caused by reconstruction is ∼20% and is
clearly visible in Figure 10. The signiﬁcance of BAO
detections is estimated in individual mocks by comparing the
χ2 of a model with a peak to the no peak
2c of a model without a
peak: 2 no peak
2 2c c cD = - . Prereconstruction mocks show
10.12cáD ñ = , corresponding to ∼3.2σ detection. Reconstruc-
tion slightly increases the value of Δχ2, from 10.1 to above
11.0. The average signiﬁcance reaches 3.4σ for case C. Less
than 6% of mocks produce no BAO detection, whereΔχ2<1,
even after reconstruction is applied.
Anisotropic ﬁts on mock catalogs yield slightly worse results
than isotropic ﬁts due to the current low statistical power of this
sample. Figure 11 reveals slightly thinner distributions of a^ and
a after applying reconstruction. However, the mean values of α
show a small bias relative to the expected input values. These
biases represent 20% of the expected error of a single realization
for prereconstruction mocks, and they are reduced to 5%–15% in
postreconstruction cases. These biases are caused mostly by the
low statistical power of the current LRG sample, which makes
the α distributions non-Gaussian. If we ﬁt the average correlation
function of 1000 mock catalogs, we are able to recover the input
values within error bars. The average Δχ2 is increased by up to
two units in postreconstruction cases. Since we have two BAO
22 http://iminuit.readthedocs.io
23 A discussion on the effects of assignment scheme on fast Fourier transforms
can be found in Cui et al. (2008).
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parameters instead of one, the corresponding signiﬁcance
postreconstruction is ∼3σ. If mock catalogs are a good
representation of real data, we expect a ∼4.6% measurement
on a^ and ∼8.4% on a postreconstruction.
All three reconstruction procedures show similar perfor-
mances when applied to mock catalogs. On isotropic
ﬁts, methods B and C have smaller biases on isoa 
and slightly larger signiﬁcance on BAO detection than
Figure 9. Comparison of the monopole (top panels) and quadrupole (bottom panels) of data (blue points) and mock catalogs (gray lines) of the eBOSS+CMASS
combined NGC+SGC. Panels on the left (right) show the pre(post)reconstruction catalogs. The shaded regions represent the 68% and 95% boundaries of the
distributions of correlation functions around the mean. Mocks and data correlation functions agree on most scales, except in the monopole at r<30 h−1 Mpc
(excluded from our analysis) and around r∼120 h−1 Mpcin the quadrupole.
Table 3
Results of Isotropic Fits on the Full Set of 1000 Mock Catalogs of eBOSS+CMASS NGC+SGC
Case Ngood iso iso0a aá - ñ rms isoa( ) isosá ña r2cá ñ 2cáD ñ
Pre-rec. 965 0.0041±0.0012 0.037 0.036 0.97 10.1
Post-rec (A) 972 0.0066±0.0009 0.028 0.028 0.96 11.0
Post-rec (B) 958 0.0012±0.0010 0.030 0.028 0.96 11.3
Post-rec (C) 979 0.0015±0.0009 0.027 0.026 0.98 11.6
Note.Given the cosmological parameters in Table 1, the input value of isoa 0 is 0.9821. All ﬁts use Δr=5 h−1 Mpc bins. The column Ngood shows the number of
mocks where Δχ2>1.0 from which all numbers are computed.
Figure 10. Distribution of best-ﬁt values for isoa (left), estimated errors (center), and the Δχ2 (right panel) for the set of 1000 mock catalogs. Results before
reconstruction are presented in red, while results after reconstruction (method C) are presented in blue. Dashed lines in the left panels indicate the expected value given
the cosmological model in Table 1. Dotted lines in the right panel indicate Δχ2={0, 1.0, 4.0, 9.0, 16.0}, corresponding to BAO detection signiﬁcances of 0, 1, 2, 3,
and 4σ, respectively.
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method A. On anisotropic ﬁts, the bias on the pair (a^ , a)
is also smaller for methods B and C. On average, method
C produces more (Ngood) and better ( 2cáD ñ) BAO
detections than the others. Therefore, we deﬁne method C
as our ﬁducial reconstruction procedure to be applied
on data.
Table 4
Results of Anisotropic Fits on the Full Set of 1000 Reconstructed Mock Catalogs
Case Ngood 0a aá - ñ^ ^ rms a^( ) sá ña^ 0a aá - ñ  rms a( ) sá ña r2cá ñ 2cáD ñ
Prerec. 887 0.0096±0.0021 0.062 0.052 −0.0034±0.0038 0.113 0.099 0.94 11.4
Postrec. (A) 912 −0.0029±0.0014 0.042 0.041 0.0499±0.0039 0.116 0.103 0.95 11.6
Postrec. (B) 900 0.0045±0.0015 0.046 0.043 −0.0167±0.0035 0.106 0.075 0.93 12.1
Postrec. (C) 945 0.0086±0.0015 0.046 0.043 −0.0131±0.0027 0.084 0.064 0.94 13.2
Note.Given the cosmological parameters in Table 1, the input values are 0.97910a =^ and 0.98800a = . All ﬁts use Δr=5 h−1 Mpc bins. The column Ngood
shows the number of mocks where Δχ2>2.3 from which all numbers are computed.
Figure 11. Same format as Figure 10 but for a^ and a. Dotted lines in the right panel indicate 0, 2.30, 6.18, 11.83, 19.332cD = { }, corresponding to BAO detection
signiﬁcances of 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4σ, respectively. The reduction of the width of the α histograms is also seen as a global reduction of σα in the middle panels.
Table 5
Isotropic Fits on Data for Different Choices of Binning
Case Prereconstruction Postreconstruction
Sample Δr rmin rmax isoa χ2/dof Δχ2 isoa χ2/dof Δχ2
NGC+SGC 5 32 182 0 949. 0.056
0.057-+ 28.5/25 −0.6 0 968. 0.0240.025-+ 18.8/25 6.4
28 178 0.935 0.048
0.054-+ 33.0/25 2.5 0.968 0.0240.024-+ 26.9/25 8.4
29 179 0.929 0.043
0.048-+ 45.4/25 2.0 0.977 0.0270.027-+ 26.7/25 6.8
30 180 0.952 0.055
0.051-+ 51.4/25 1.0 0.978 0.0220.024-+ 29.8/25 8.9
31 181 0.950 0.042
0.045-+ 33.8/25 0.5 0.966 0.0260.025-+ 19.8/25 6.8
42 182 0.952 0.069
0.066-+ 26.8/23 1.0 0.969 0.0250.024-+ 17.7/23 6.2
52 182 0.957 0.091
0.078-+ 23.5/21 0.6 0.969 0.0250.026-+ 16.5/21 6.3
62 182 0.955 0.104
0.087-+ 23.2/19 0.0 0.967 0.0230.027-+ 16.0/19 6.1
72 182 0.962 0.087
0.069-+ 20.6/17 0.1 0.968 0.0240.023-+ 13.8/17 6.6
8 26 178 0.962 0.053
0.051-+ 17.2/13 1.7 0.974 0.0240.023-+ 13.7/13 7.0
28 180 0.943 0.051
0.058-+ 9.5/14 2.2 0.962 0.0290.026-+ 7.2/14 7.2
30 182 0.934 0.052
0.055-+ 15.3/14 0.1 0.969 0.0240.023-+ 8.5/14 7.7
32 184 0.948 0.048
0.048-+ 17.2/13 2.7 0.988 0.0260.027-+ 14.3/13 6.6
No syst 5 32 182 0.948 0.058
0.052-+ 31.3/25 −0.5 0.967 0.0250.024-+ 19.8/25 6.0
NGC 5 30 180 0.992 0.366
0.505-+ 49.2/25 −0.4 0.990 0.0300.028-+ 32.5/25 6.6
SGC 5 30 180 0.941 0.047
0.050-+ 59.4/25 1.8 0.953 0.0580.050-+ 23.2/25 1.9
Note.In bold are the results for our ﬁducial analysis.
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5. Results
In this section, we present our measurements and the basic
tests performed on the robustness of those measurements.
5.1. Fits to the Data
We performed BAO ﬁts on the ﬁnal eBOSS+CMASS NGC
+SGC sample (unless otherwise stated), using the covariance
matrix derived from mock catalogs. We scale our covariance
matrices by a factor of 0.9753 to account for the slight
mismatch in footprint area between data and mocks. In order to
test the robustness of our measurements, ﬁts were performed
with a set of different choices for binning, Δr, and separation
ranges, rmin<r<rmax. We also tested the case where no
correction of photometric systematics was computed. Our
ﬁducial reconstruction method is method C (see Section 4.3).
Table 5 presents the results for isotropic ﬁts pre- and
postreconstruction. All isoa values are stable and differ by less
than 1σ. Estimated errors are also stable to the choice of
analysis technique. The average signiﬁcance for BAO detection
in this sample is ∼1.σ for prereconstruction, increasing to
∼2.6σ after reconstruction. The estimated error on isoa is
reduced by ∼40% on average, and χ2 values become closer to
the number of degrees of freedom after reconstruction. The
observed reduction in errors represents a signiﬁcant improve-
ment when compared to mock catalogs. Figure 12 compares
isosa obtained pre- and postreconstruction for mocks and data.
While the data appear to be at the extremes of the distribution,
the error postreconstruction is typical of that found in mocks.
Given the scatter in the signiﬁcance of the measurement
depending on the choice of analysis, we choose arbitrarily our
ﬁducial analysis as the one producing the 2cD that is the closest
to the average values of all cases in Table 5, that is, Δr=
5 h−1Mpc and (rmin, rmax)=(32, 182) h
−1Mpc. We also adopt
this choice of ﬁducial analysis in our anisotropic ﬁts below.
Figure 13 shows the monopole and the two best-ﬁt models
(with and without BAO peak) on the reconstructed sample for
our ﬁducial choice of analysis. Figure 14 presents the 2c values
as a function of isoa and marginalizing over all other
parameters for both models. The model without a peak has a
no peak
2c about 8.0 units above the minimum of the model with
peak, corresponding to a preference for the BAO peak model
with a signiﬁcance of 2.8σ.
Anisotropic ﬁts are listed in Table 6 for the same analysis
cases presented with isotropic ﬁts. Best-ﬁt a^ and a values
are mostly stable to changes in the analysis. However,
errors on the prereconstruction sample are quite unstable due
to the low signiﬁcance of the measurement (Δχ2∼ 1.7 on
average). Reconstruction slightly stabilizes errors and
increases the signiﬁcance of our constraints (Δχ2∼ 5 on
average). The estimated errors postreconstruction are con-
sistent with the distribution of errors found in mock catalogs
(see Table 4).
Figure 15 displays the best-ﬁt anisotropic models compared
to the data for our ﬁducial choice of analysis. We see how the
Figure 12. Estimated errors for the 1000 mocks. Prereconstruction results are
shown in the x axis, and the postreconstruction results (method C) are plotted
on the y axis. The red star indicates the result with our data sample. While the
error prereconstruction with data is quite large compared to mocks, the error
postreconstruction is typical of those found in mocks.
Table 6
Anisotropic Fits on Data for Different Binning Choices
Case Prereconstruction Postreconstruction
Δr rmin rmax α⊥ αP χ
2/dof Δχ2 corr. α⊥ αP χ
2/dof Δχ2 corr.
5 32 182 1 00. 0.06
0.05-+ 0 82. 0.080.09-+ 75.0/50 0.4 −0.25 1 01. 0.030.06-+ 0 88. 0.200.06-+ 66.2/50 6.1 −0.42
28 178 1.00 0.08
0.50-+ 0.83 0.080.07-+ 65.7/50 2.4 −0.44 1.02 0.040.04-+ 0.83 0.060.07-+ 63.4/50 8.8 −0.46
29 179 1.00 0.05
0.08-+ 0.83 0.060.07-+ 75.6/50 3.5 −0.47 1.03 0.040.04-+ 0.82 0.060.08-+ 54.3/50 6.8 −0.14
30 180 1.01 0.06
0.12-+ 0.82 0.080.08-+ 89.7/50 1.9 −0.47 1.02 0.030.04-+ 0.81 0.070.12-+ 61.5/50 7.0 −0.35
31 181 1.00 0.05
0.06-+ 0.83 0.080.08-+ 75.3/50 2.5 −0.30 1.00 0.040.10-+ 0.92 0.280.06-+ 62.6/50 4.1 −0.28
42 182 1.00 0.08
0.07-+ 0.81 0.080.07-+ 70.9/46 0.7 −0.44 0.99 0.030.03-+ 1.10 0.090.06-+ 57.9/46 5.5 −0.10
52 182 1.00 0.08
0.07-+ 0.81 0.070.07-+ 67.2/42 −1.6 −0.37 1.00 0.040.04-+ 0.88 0.090.34-+ 57.9/42 −1.0 −0.61
62 182 1.00 0.08
0.13-+ 0.82 0.070.06-+ 55.1/38 −1.2 −0.39 1.00 0.030.03-+ 0.88 0.090.33-+ 56.1/38 −3.2 −0.61
72 182 1.01 0.08
0.11-+ 0.82 0.070.07-+ 45.1/34 2.4 −0.37 1.00 0.030.04-+ 0.87 0.070.08-+ 37.0/34 8.4 −0.50
8 26 178 1.01 0.05
0.08-+ 0.82 0.080.09-+ 45.5/26 2.8 −0.39 1.02 0.040.04-+ 0.86 0.080.08-+ 35.6/26 5.9 −0.47
28 180 1.01 0.06
0.11-+ 0.81 0.080.07-+ 31.5/28 3.0 −0.68 1.00 0.040.04-+ 0.86 0.100.06-+ 25.9/28 6.0 −0.34
30 182 1.00 0.06
0.13-+ 0.82 0.070.07-+ 39.1/28 1.5 −0.69 1.00 0.030.04-+ 0.86 0.110.07-+ 30.1/28 6.8 −0.47
32 184 1.00 0.04
0.06-+ 0.83 0.080.06-+ 41.3/26 4.1 −0.22 1.01 0.040.07-+ 0.95 0.250.07-+ 43.9/26 4.1 −0.53
5 (no syst) 32 182 1.00 0.06
0.12-+ 0.82 0.070.08-+ 73.8/50 1.1 −0.26 1.01 0.030.04-+ 0.89 0.180.05-+ 68.1/50 6.5 −0.43
Note.In bold are the results for our ﬁducial analysis (see text). Given the low statistical power of this sample for anisotropic ﬁts, we do not include separate results for
NGC or SGC.
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quadrupole is removed on intermediate scales thanks to
reconstruction. Figure 16 shows the two-dimensional χ2
contours for 1σ and 2σ, after converting a^ and ainto
D rM d and D rH d , respectively, using values of our ﬁducial
cosmological model on Equation (14). The likelihood becomes
highly non-Gaussian beyond the Δχ2=2.3 contour due to the
low statistical power of this sample. We expect that these
contours will become more Gaussian as we increase the size of
our data sample in the future.
Using our ﬁducial cosmology (Table 1), we convert our best-
ﬁt dilation parameters isoa , a,and a^ (bold postreconstruction
values in Tables 5 and 6) into distance measurements. Our
ﬁducial isotropic ﬁt translates into
D z r r0.72 2377 Mpc, 19V d d59
61
,fid= = -+( ) ( ) ( )
while our anisotropic best-ﬁt parameters yield
D z r r0.72 2593 Mpc, 20H d d589
177
,fid= = -+( ) ( ) ( )
D z r r0.72 2689 Mpc. 21M d d79
158
,fid= = -+( ) ( ) ( )
5.2. Comparison with Previous BAO Measurements
We summarize current distance measurements using BAO in
Figure 17. The distances are normalized to the predictions using a
Planck cosmology. Our measurement of the isotropic BAO scale
at z=0.72 is consistent with that of Planck at about the 1σ level.
The WiggleZ survey produced an isotropic BAO measurement at
z=0.73 of D z r r0.73 2516 86V d d,fid= = ( ) ( ) Mpc to be
compared with Equation (19). These measurements show
agreement within the 1σ level. Both measurements are made
over the same redshift range, 0.6<z<1.0, but are nearly
independent since the current overlap between eBOSS and
WiggleZ is small (half of region “S1” of WiggleZ is covered by
eBOSS LRGs). This overlap will be larger by the end of eBOSS
observations, and a careful estimate of the correlations between
the two surveys will be needed (as made with BOSS CMASS in
Beutler et al. 2016).
Given that our eBOSS LRG sample was combined with the
high-redshift tail of the CMASS sample in overlapping areas, the
BAO measurements at 0.50<z<0.75 from CMASS and ours,
at 0.6<z<1.0, are correlated. This correlation can be estimated
by assuming that the covariance is proportional to the effective
overlap volume between the two surveys. Using the CMASS
n z¯ ( ) over the effective area of eBOSS (overlapping area)
covering 1844 deg2, and computing Equation (5) over 0.6 <
z 0.75< (overlapping redshift range), we obtain an effective
overlap volume of V CMASS eBOSS 0.31eff Ç =[ ] Gpc3.
Therefore, we estimate the correlation coefﬁcient between the
two measurements to be
V
V V
CMASS eBOSS
CMASS eBOSS
0.31
4.1 0.9
0.16.
22
eff
eff eff
Çr = = ´ =
( )
( ) ( )
( )
We leave more realistic calculations of this correlation using
correlated mock catalogs (as in, e.g., Beutler et al. 2016) for
future work.
Forecasts in Zhao et al. (2016) predict 1% precision on
isotropic BAO with 7000 deg2 for the ﬁnal eBOSS LRG
sample (when combined with the high-redshift tail of CMASS).
For the current footprint with Aeff=1844 deg
2, the forecast
scales to a 1.95% BAO measurement assuming that the error is
Figure 13.Monopole of the postreconstruction correlation function with the best-ﬁt models with a BAO peak component (blue thick line) and without a peak (red thin
line) for our ﬁducial choice of binning (Δr=5 h−1 Mpc and 32 < r < 182 h−1 Mpc).
Figure 14. χ2 as a function of the dilation parameter αiso for both models
(solid: with peak; dashed: without peak). This curve corresponds to our ﬁducial
choice of analysis (Δs=5 h−1 Mpc and 32 < r < 182 h−1 Mpc). The
Δχ2=7.8 corresponds to a detection of 2.8σ of the BAO peak.
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proportional to the square root of the effective volume. Our
isotropic BAO measurement with a 2.5% error is slightly larger
than this forecast. This might be caused by holes in the
footprint due to plates still not observed and to the various
masks applied to our sample. These effects increase the size of
boundaries of the survey and might increase errors relative to
forecasts that consider uniform volumes. The larger error of our
measurement compared to the forecast might also be due to
statistical ﬂuctuations, since the distribution of estimated errors
has a large dispersion, as observed with mock catalogs in
Figure 10. Previous BAO measurements (e.g., Alam et al.
2017; Ata et al. 2018) typically also report estimated errors that
are larger than predictions.
Figure 16. 2c contours as a function of the dilation parameters ,a a^ 
converted to D rM d and D rH d using our ﬁducial cosmology in Table 1. The
contours correspond to 2.3, 6.18, 11.832 min
2c c- = (solid, dashed, and
dotted, respectively).
Figure 17. Current isotropic BAO measurements as a function of redshift
compared to the prediction given by the best-ﬁt cosmological parameters of
Planck TT+TE+EE+lowP (Planck Collaboration XIII et al. 2016). Our
measurement is indicated by the green star labeled “DR14 LRGs.” The other
BAO measurements are 6dFGS at z=0.11 (Beutler et al. 2011), SDSS
MGC at z=0.15 (Ross et al. 2015), BOSS DR12 at z=[0.38, 0.61]
(Alam et al. 2017), WiggleZ at z=[0.44, 0.6, 0.73] (Kazin et al. 2014),
eBOSS DR14 QSO sample at z=1.52 (Ata et al. 2018), and BOSS DR12
Lyα sample at z=2.3 (Bautista et al. 2017; du Mas des Bourboux
et al. 2017).
Figure 15.Monopole (top) and quadrupole (bottom) of the pre- (left) and postreconstruction (right) correlation function with their best-ﬁt models with (blue thick line)
and without (red thin line) a BAO peak component.
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6. Conclusion
We present the ﬁrst BAO measurement using LRGs from the
ﬁrst two years of data taken in the eBOSS survey. The total
area observed, weighted by the ﬁber completeness, is
1844 deg2, yielding an effective volume of 0.9 Gpc3 over
0.6<z<1.0 when combining the eBOSS LRG sample with
the CMASS z 0.6> galaxies over the eBOSS footprint. We
obtain a 2.5% spherically averaged distance measurement after
reconstruction at zeff=0.72 that is consistent at the 1σ level
with the predictions of the ΛCDM model assuming a Planck
best-ﬁt cosmology.
In this analysis, we introduce a novel technique to account
for redshift failures, while also propagating photometric
systematics to the random catalog. This technique yields
unbiased measurements of the correlation function, as tested on
mock catalogs, and will be essential for future analyses using
the full shape information such as redshift-space distortion
studies.
When eBOSS will have ﬁnished its observing program, we
expect that 7000 deg2 of area will have been observed spectro-
scopically, representing a reduction on errors of isotropic BAO
measurements of a factor of 7000 1844 2~ (assuming errors
scale with the square root of the area).
The new software modules used to produce catalogs,
compute the model for failures, ﬁt the BAO peak, and apply
reconstruction are all implemented in Python and available at
github.com/julianbautista/eboss_clustering.
Upcoming surveys will signiﬁcantly improve upon our
results; the DESI survey will observe LRG spectra at larger
density and area over the same redshift range, producing nearly
an order of magnitude smaller errors on BAO. However,
spectra will have S/N similar to eBOSS, thus implying similar
failure rates (if we neglect improvements in redshift determina-
tions). Therefore, we expect that the framework presented here
should be applicable for DESI clustering measurements using
both LRGs and ELGs, where subpercent errors on BAO are
expected.
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